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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
“EVERYTHING has a PURPOSE & a MISSION”
I was watching the TV show Houdini and Doyle recently and there was a quote in the story line that
basically said, “Everything has a purpose and a mission”. My mind, of course, went to CGIT… we,
definitely, have a Purpose, but what about a Mission?
We can all recite our Purpose and hopefully use it to live by in our day to day lives, but what is our
mission? The Alberta CGIT Association Mission Statement is:
CGIT provides a place for learning and communicating
where girls and women may experience acceptance and the presence of God
as they become the persons God would have them be.
Well, that’s the Association’s Mission… and we are trying constantly and consistently to make that
happen for the girls and leaders.
But what about those of us who are leaders? Is this our mission, too? Are we making this happen in our
groups? I think so! The atmosphere you have created in your group is a constant learning environment
and the activities you introduce are a cause for communication, on many levels. I am also confident that
there is an open door/open arm acceptance for every girl who walks through your doors.
The most important part of this mission is creating “a place where girls and women may experience the
presence of God”. Have we lost the “Know God” part of our Purpose? Have we let it slide and at the
end of the year, when we evaluate our programming, do we hope we have thrown in ‘just enough”
spiritual content?
When I first started leading, I was told that when we plan activities throughout the year, there should be
an equal balance of “cherish health”, “seek truth”, “know God”, and “serve others” in our programming.
I learned quickly that it’s easier to provide programming that the girls like and will engage in for “cherish
health’ and “seek truth”. Getting the girls enthused about the work it will take to organize and do a
“serve others” project was a bit more of a challenge sometimes. And then… there’s “know God”.
“Back in the day”, most of our girls had grown up in the United Church attending Sunday School and
Youth Group, so their knowledge of the Bible was pretty good. They knew what you wanted when you
asked for a skit about a modern Good Samaritan. Now… not so much. Over the years we have had
Anglicans, Lutherans, Catholics, probably some agnostics, and now… some who don’t believe in God,
at all! How do we deal with that when planning our devotions and Bible Studies?
Should we compromise our Purpose for the few girls
who attend CGIT just for the social aspect?
I think not. I think it is up to us to still present “know God” programming as we always would. Presenting
stories from the Bible, that relate to the girls, will instill in them that the Bible, though old, has something
of value to say to them. Praying can also give the girls a sense of comfort in knowing that when their
friends or even family fail them, God is there to talk to. They may not “get it” right away or even before
they leave CGIT, but their “know God” experience in CGIT will be there when they need it.
Have a great year, everyone!!
Warm fuzzies,
Valerie Jenner

CONTACT TEAM REPORT

As much as I love Summer and the hot sunny days filled with flowers and birds and the laughter of
children, I must admit that Fall is my favourite season. Not just because of the fall colours or crunch of
falling leaves, but because I know I’ll get to connect with CGIT and Explorers youth again. I’ll get to
hear about their summer adventures and see how they have grown and changed. Yes, fall is a
wonderful season! I hope you, too, look forward to reconnecting with your groups and welcoming new
members.
The CGIT Association volunteers are always ready and willing to help you with your plans for the
season. We have resources, programming ideas and display materials that can help you plan for an
engaging and fun year with your group. Our Middy Media Editor, Valerie Jenner
(jjenner1@telusplanet.net) has lead CGIT in Alberta for over 40 years and is a wealth of information if
you are need a new twist on a theme idea or discussion night. She also loves to get pictures of your
group activities and write-ups to share with other groups across Alberta. We have the ability to share
our best kept successes with other leaders through our bi-annual Newsletter!
You will be receiving your registration packages shortly. Please return your Registrations, PIPEDA
forms, and registration funds to our office as soon as possible. Your Registration fees ensure we can
continue to pay for our CGIT Association Insurance Policy and continue to offer resources to Leaders.
Our Insurance policy only covers off-site activities for those who are registered as Members of CGIT or
Explorers each year, so getting your registration forms in early ensures your group is covered.
I know many of you have been contacted by Carrie Reid [carriereid@shaw.ca], our Zone Contact
Representative. She strives to connect regularly with groups across Alberta and share your groups’
news with the AB CGIT Association members at our quarterly meetings. As Leaders, we know you are
busy with family and work or school, so truly appreciate the time you take to update us on your groups.
You are all invited to be a part of our Association meetings.
Our next meeting will be held at Camp Wohelo, following the Women’s Weekend event September 1316. Come for the weekend and join us for our meeting Sunday afternoon, or just come for the meeting.
We’d love to see you. Contact me for more information.
Security Checks are required from leaders annually. It is our responsibility as an Association to ensure
a safe environment for our girls and appreciate you helping with that by getting your updated Security
Check to us by the end of October. You will find a letter, in your registration package, to present to the
RCMP or police noting your volunteer capacity.
Wishing you a great start to the Season and feel free to contact me anytime.
Warm Fuzzies to all!
Brenda Stouffer
Contact Team Coordinator

PROGRAM TEAM REPORT
We put out a call to All Super Heroes... and The Super Heroes responded!

May 11-13 was a fun time for CGIT and Explorer Super Heroes as we crafted, played and learned
about how Together We Can Change The World!!
I shouldn’t still be surprised, but I am continually amazed by the creativity and wonderfully insightful
group of young women who come to CGIT and Explorers and their dedicated and caring Leaders. We
enjoyed three energetic days of superhero-ing in the sunshine at Camp Wohelo, Pigeon Lake.
Don’t just take my word for it… here are some of the comments we received on evaluations:
“LOVED the Escape room”
“The best part was All of it!”
“The best part was my cabin mates”
“The best part was Meeting new friends”
“That camp was the best thing ever”
“Great food”
“Great fun”
“It was perfect”
I don’t think we can ask for much more than that! Watch your email and Middy Media for future events
and join in the fun.
As you gear up for fall you can look for the Updated Leaders’ Resource Manual on the new Alberta
website coming to a computer near you, expected to be fresh, new and relevant for you by September
1, 2018 www.albertacgit.ca We are always excited to have content from the groups, so please share
with me what you have planned, what you’ve been up to, what you would like to see on the site.
Barbara Shanahan
Program Team Coordinator

ZONE CONTACT REPORT

WOW- here we are heading into September and all our exciting activities/groups are slowly starting up!
I hope you all had a great summer and found it filled with fun, laughter, new experiences and all the
many journeys you went on with family, friends or even strangers along the way. I didn’t go far during
the summer as I was working, but the workload is lighter so that helps!! Plus, the usual Calgary traffic is
lighter due to those who get away from the “Big” city- which makes my commute easier 😊 Although,
the city is bombarded with Construction no matter where you go. Biggest one is the ring road on the
south side of the city, this would make Stoney Trail go completely around Calgary. Patience is a virtue
and we need the road upgrades, so it’s all worth it in the end!!
This year we get to highlight two graduates. They come from the Explorer group in Grande Prairie.
We wish them all the best in their new adventures which I know will include CGIT!!

Miriam Waldie & Adyson Krisher

Seems lately in the news there is always something happening in our own cities, towns, province, wider
Canada or beyond. Here is a simple way to fit in a small prayer:
Mug Prayer: Set out 2 mugs or leave an extra mug sitting on your desk, counter- wherever it is visible.
When you see it - stop for a moment - offer a prayer or now and again just have a word with God.

Looking forward to hearing from all our CGIT/Explorer groups. Can’t wait for the year to start!!
NamasteCarrie Reid
Zone Contact

… SEPTEMBER GENERAL MEETING of The Alberta CGIT Association
Sunday afternoon, September 16th
at Camp Wohelo after Women’s Weekend event
Come for the weekend event and stay for the meeting!

… NATIONAL CGIT WEEK
The THIRD FULL WEEK of October

Sunday, October 14th – Sunday, October 21st

… NOVEMBER GENERAL MEETING of The Alberta CGIT Association
Saturday 9am-4pm, November 17th
Calgary, AB
Email: Valerie Jenner or cgit@telus.net for more information

… ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING of The Alberta CGIT Association
Friday Evening, February 22, 2019
Leduc, AB
More information will be provided in next Middy Media

General & Annual Meetings are open to all Leaders, senior girls, and alumnae!!

… National CGIT WEEK has been celebrated for a long time. It has been generally designated
as the third full week of October. This, however, is flexible if celebrating with your group does not
coincide with the third week dates. Feel free to celebrate October 21st – 28th i
There are many ways to celebrate:
… attend the church service on either… or both!... of the Sundays; participate in the service by lighting
the Christ candle, take offering, be greeters; make a poster for the church foyer announcing CGIT
Week; serve coffee and goodies after the service; challenge women of the congregation to wear their
middy/tie/pin to the church services; present your Initiation Ceremony during this week.
Ask the girls what they would like to do… they will come up with something awesome!
It’s a great time to celebrate CGIT!
… NEED MIDDIES?
Valerie Jenner has extra used middies in Grande Prairie. Just let her know if you need any for your new
girls. Ties are in short supply, as are pins and white lanyards for senior girls.

KEEP IT MOVING!

BETTER YOU = BETTER GROUP

I’m sure we’ve all noticed that your girls are
always on the move. Rather than fight this
energy by constantly telling them to be quiet or
pay attention, channel it in ways that meet your
program objectives. Keep them engaged! Move
from one activity to another quickly so they’re
always wondering what’s next. Don’t wait until
they’re tired of something before you move
on… stop while they’re enjoying it.
Here’s how:

Perhaps you have heard the saying, “Everything
rises and falls on Leadership.” Yikes… no pressure!
But, maybe occasionally we need to take stock and
look to improve our leadership skills.
Here are some simple ways to do just that:

Have a plan.
There’s a saying, “If you don’t have a plan for
the girls, they’ll have a plan for you!” Their plan
is simple… have fun… make it interesting.
When planning, ask yourself, “How can I keep it
moving?” The longer they’re just sitting, the less
engaged they’ll be.
Employ helpers.
Never do anything yourself that the girls can do.
Need something passed out… get a girl to do it;
need those brainstorming ideas listed… get a
girl to do it; need a worship for next week… get
a girl or team to do it; need someone to light the
candle for evening worship… get a girl to do it.
You get the idea.
Transition Smoothly:
When transitioning to a new activity, simply say,
“And now we’re going to…” and guide them
right into the next thing you’ve planned. Don’t
ask if they want to move on; if they say “no”,
you’ve put yourself in a tricky spot.
Keep them engaged:
Spend less time explaining and more time
doing. If activity is too complicated the girls will
lose interest and the emotion created through a
long, boring set of instructions will be
transferred to the activity.

Keep learning.
The key to good leadership is constant learning.
When you think you know it all, your leadership
skills stop growing.
Read.
Leaders are readers. Books, blogs, magazines
(on leadership, craft, girl-focused) are in
abundance. Set aside time stay informed.
Listen.
Ask questions. Don’t be the person with all the
answers. We’re given 2 ears and only 1 mouth
for a reason… to listen more than we talk.
Watch.
Watch the leadership in your church, workplace
or other organizations. Gain wisdom and ideas
from the leadership that’s working.
Plan.
Your spiritual growth will strengthen your
leadership skills. Take time to read, watch
podcasts, read blogs or attend a conference
that will nourish your spiritual growth.
Network.
Connect with other leaders – ask questions,
provide insight when possible, make friends.
Self-Correct.
You’re going to make mistakes, so you might as
well learn from them. One of the best ways to
grow is to evaluate what may not have gone so
well and then change your approach.

Keep your girls moving and engaged. They’ll
have a great time and be waiting at the door
when you arrive next week!!

We all want to be better leaders tomorrow than
we are today, but it is a life-long journey
requiring a lot of patience. As you improve and
grow as a leader, you’ll see your group’s
dynamics improve and grow as well.

Karl Bastian… Children’s Ministry Magazine
(Adapted for CGIT)

Dale Hudson… Children’s Ministry Magazine
(Adapted for CGIT)

TIPS FOR MAKING GROUP MEMBERS
FEEL COMFORTABLE
CREATE A COMFORTABLE SETTING
~ even the “little things”, such as posters around the room, can go
a long way
~ eliminate as many distractions as possible. Be sure all cell phones are turned off during your meeting.
If not meeting around a table, arrange chairs in a circle to facilitate good eye contact
~ Your attitude and demeanor will determine the tone for the meeting, so leave your bad day at the
door and be friendly, positive and natural
~ Honour your group by sticking to the agreed upon start and end times. If some rides are late picking
up the girls, interact with those who linger
~ thank the girls for coming, especially if the weather is bad, and acknowledge the new girls for
attending when they weren’t sure what to expect
ICEBREAKERS OR OPENERS
~ there are many suggestions online for icebreaker activities
~ on the first night, however, just keep it simple: go around the circle of girls asking them to share their
name, and then again what part of the city they live, and then again asking if they have a hobby or take
dance or music lessons, and… well, you get the picture. This interaction should be very informal, fun
and easygoing.
THE POWER OF QUESTIONS!
~ Ask Open-ended Questions:
Questions that only have a yes, no, or one “right” answer are a dead end
for discussion. Begin with phrases like “describe", “list”, “tell us”, “compare”, etc.
~ Don’t Settle for a Single Answer:
Encourage all of the girls to answer, instead of answering the question yourself. If only one person
answers, try this response: “That’s helpful. What does somebody else think?”
~ Probe for Answers that go Beyond the Surface:
Ask the girls, “Have you always thought that, or have your ideas changed over the years?” or “Where
did you see that in the Bible or story or on TV?” Or simply say, “Tell us more about that.” You’ll be
amazed at the depth of responses when you listen well and ask follow-up questions.
~ Appreciate all Responses:
Be excited about what the girls are sharing. Express appreciation and gratitude to the ones sharing and
make sure they know you are serious when you say, “There are no stupid questions.”
~ Answer Questions with Questions:
Never set yourself up as the Bible-answer woman. Encourage the girls to look for the answer
themselves. And when you don’t know the answer, don’t fake it. It’s OK to admit you do not know the
answer. Simply say you will do some research and get back to them. Maybe even challenge the girls to
do some research, bring it back next week and compare.
~ Balance the Participation:
Part of your role as leader and facilitator is to make a conscious effort to keep an eye out for those who
talk too much and those who don’t talk enough… and then appropriately rectify the situation.
Be Sure Everyone Feels Comfortable and, most of all… HAVE FUN!!
From “You Were Made For This”… Source Unknown
(Adapted for CGIT)

HOW CAN WE “KNOW GOD”?
Seems we get hung up on what to do for “know God” of our
Purpose. We’ve convinced ourselves that it has to be an
indepth study of the Bible and feel we’re not equipped or
knowledgeable enough to tackle something like that.
There are many ways to live and show “know God” in our groups and congregations.
Here are the “know God” activities the groups did in 1981-1983.
These are taken from the Sharing Sheets compiled from the Leaders:

- Prepared and served coffee after Sunday service
- Contributed to Sunday service during CGIT WEEK
- Weekly devotions
- Bible studies on: “Dreams”, “Jesus Christ Superstar“, “Women in the Bible”
- Initiation Ceremony for new girls and leaders
- Mission studies on: “A Rainbow People”, “Faith & Justice”
- Vesper Service
- Participated in Easter and Thanksgiving services
- Decorated the sanctuary for Thanksgiving
- Graduation
- Bible charades – phrases from the Bible acted out
- Lanyard Ceremony
- Attended Remembrance Day service
- Read and discussed the “Warm Fuzzy Story”
- Collected money to buy a plant for a mother, of a CGIT girl, who had cancer
- Made covers for cookbooks for bazaar
- Made banners for church
- Invited minister to come and answer questions about Bible and Christianity
- Raised funds to buy communion goblets for church
- Filmstrip “Christian Teens Growing as Persons”

These are some great ideas. Well, some now outdated, but the concept of showing
a movie or short film still has merit… just check out YouTube!
Most of these are not complicated or time consuming,
but can pack a punch in introducing God and what God wants and/or expects of us.
It can be as simple as the “pay it forward” concept…
God is good to us… we, therefore, should be good to others.
Carrie, our Zone Contact, has relayed many of the wonderful ideas you have
used over the years to introduce the “know God” part of our Purpose.
KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK!!

EVENING DEVOTION
by BEN WAKES – reprinted from MIDDY MEDIA, Nov ‘83
The other morning, as my six-year-old daughter was watching me shave, she suddenly asked, “Daddy,
where does God really live?”
“In the well,” I answered absent-mindedly.
“Oh, Daddy”. Debbie voiced her disgust at such a silly answer.
At breakfast, my wife asked, “What’s this you’ve been telling Debbie about God living in a well?”
“In a well?”, I frowned. Now why had I told her THAT?
Then, all at once, a scene came to mind that had been hidden in my memory for 30 years:
It has taken place in the small town of Kielce, in Southeastern Poland, where I was born. A band of
passing gypsies had stopped at the well in our courtyard. I must have been about five years old at the
time.
One gypsy in particular, a giant of a man, fascinated me. He had pulled a bucketful of water from the
well and was standing there, feet apart, drinking. Some of the water was running down his shortcropped, fiery beard, and his muscular hands help the large, wooden pail to his lips as if it weighed no
more that a teacup.
When he had finished, he took off his multicoloured, silk scarf and mopped his face with it. Then he
leaned over and looked deep into the well. Curious, I tried to pull myself up the well’s stone rim to see
what he was peering at. The giant smiled and scooped me up in his arms.
“Do you know who lives down there?”, he asked. I shook my heard.
“God lives there,”, he said. “Look!” And he held me over the edge of the well.
There, in the still, mirrorlike water, I saw only my own reflection. “But, that’s me!”
“Ah”, said the gypsy, gently setting me down. “Now you know where God lives.”

~~~~~
Let us Pray:
Dear God,
Thank you for making us who we are… individual beings whose nature is to reach out and help others.
It says in the Bible that no one has ever seen You, but if we love one another, You will live in us and
your love will truly be in our hearts.
Help us, God, to remember Your love when we “look in the well” and see our reflection.
Help us to let Your love shine through us.
AMEN.

BROKEN DREAMS
Materials
Obtain a cheap dinner plate. Bring a tube of quick-setting glue: a hammer; a tray; a newspaper
Read Daniel’s story star to star.
Activity
1. Gather in a circle and pass around the plate.
Ask each girl to explain why the plate is beautiful or unique.
Have them imagine the history of the plate. What kinds of suppers were served on it?
What might families have discussed during the meal hour?
Keep the plate circulating as the discussion continues.
2. Pass the plate around again.
Ask each girl to look into the reflections in the plate and tell you what they see.
What reflections are there? (Of course, they will see themselves.) Why are they beautiful or unique?
What dreams and future do their lives reflect?
3. Place newspaper in the center of the circle and place the plate on top.
Tell the girls that the plate represents people. Place another newspaper on top of the plate.
Carefully break the dish with a hammer. (Try not to shatter it. YOU want to end up with several pieces,
not a thousand fragments.)
4. Carefully pass around the pieces.
Ask each girl to describe the feelings that are evoked because this symbol of a person's life has been
broken. How is this situation a bit like their own lives? How is like Daniel's life?
5. Reread todays text. Explain that often people are shattered by broken dreams, fears or anxieties.
6. Glue the pieces back together.
Place the reconstructed plate on the tray and pass it around the circle.
Ask the girls to compare God's act of healing to the glue. How does God heal the broken parts of our
lives? Read Daniel’s story… all.
Application

*Daniel was captured and carried away to an unknown land.
He was a slave even though he lived in the king's palace.
Daniel's first test dealt with the food placed on his plate. He could eat the king's food which was
sacrificed to idols or he could simply eat vegetables.
Then the king had a bad dream and he was going to kill all his advisors unless they could tell him what
he saw meant.
It may have seemed like there was no hope. But God revealed to Daniel what the king saw and what it
meant. As a result, Daniel was raised from a slave to a ruler.

*

God took Daniel’s bad situation and made it something good. We need to trust God with bad situations,
because we know He can piece them back together and make something good out of them
Prayer:
Dear God,
Thank you for watching over us. Thank you for helping us make the right decisions.
Thank you for being with us when we ask for help.
We know that if we put our trust in You, You will be there for us… always. AMEN.

PUMPKIN GOODY BAGS
What would a Halloween Party be without great-looking trick-or-treat bags?
Or just as a paper pumpkin decoration for the fireplace mantel.
These fun bags are easy to make… and inexpensive if using up cardstock scraps…
and a perfect Halloween project for your girls.
Their imagination can run wild!

-

MATERIALS:
- Orange bags from craft or Dollar store OR lunch bags
- Cardstock – red, yellow, green, white, black, blue,
darker orange than bags
- Pipe cleaners – different shades of green
- Hole punch – for holes at “pumpkin” top
- Fine Sharpies - black
Scallop edged scissors – optional (girls can design their own edge)
- Glue sticks, scissors, rulers, pencils, google eyes, etc.
- If you want, you can make cardboard or cardstock templates
for different shaped noses

Use the fine-tipped Sharpie to outline.
This will define the shapes
and make them stand out
from a distance.

If not using as a
Goodie bag, provide some
tissue paper to crunch up
and place inside so bag
will stay puffed out.

PROBLEMS WITH YOUR VESPER SERVICE?
Adapted from MIDDY MEDIA October ‘82

YOUR GROUP IS TOO SMALL?
- Invite the Explorers to supplement your choir – they love being “grown up”!
- Ask former CGIT girls and leaders in your congregation or community to join you
- Join with another group near you. If no groups nearby, but there used to be, contact their church
and put the word out. There is bound to be alumnae who would love to participate.
YOU ARE HAVING DIFFICULTY TEACHING/LEADING THE MUSIC?
- Consider asking your choir leader for help, a school music teacher, an enthusiastic singing
friend or parent, or a talented senior girl
- Get the songs on tape and play at every opportunity before the Service (start in October!) when
the girls are gathering or when you’re working on Vesper props, etc. Blend it in with the Vesper
Bible Study. You’ll be humming the melodies before you know it!
NO PIANIST?
- Seek out a musician in your church or community – be sure to ask early as pianists are often in
demand and get busy around the Christmas season
- Ask a CGIT girl to play her guitar, if it’s appropriate for the song
- Sing without a piano using percussion instruments borrowed from a school – tambourine, etc.
THE SUGGESTED SONG IS TOO DIFFICULT?
- Look for a soloist
- Try choral speaking as a group or using one speaker to read as a poem
- Speak the verse and sing the chorus, if the chorus easier to learn
- Research and find a song with a similar message relating to Vesper theme
WORRIED NO ONE WILL COME?
- challenge each girl to be responsible to tell a specific number of family, friends, neighbours, etc.
Provide girls with small ¼ page handouts, so everyone has the date, time and place handy.
- invite senior citizens (ask if you can post a flyer on bulletin boards of senior complexes)
- place a notice in church bulletin… and not just your church – CGIT will have alumnae in United
Churches, Presbyterian and even Baptist churches. SPREAD THE WORD!!
- Have girls attend church service, in their middies, prior to your Vesper Service and give the
congregation a personal invitation from the pulpit.
- Take your dress rehearsal to a hospital or seniors’ complex. They will LOVE it!!
Don’t let your self confidence get in the way of actually wanting people to come.
The girls’ performance does not reflect on you. You have worked hard at rehearsals to ensure they
know the skit and the choreography of the stage changes, and the flow of the Service.
The audience will enjoy and appreciate whatever level of performance the girls achieve.
Just be there to shower them with praise!
Remember that the Vesper Service, as it’s written, is to help, not hinder your efforts.
Be versatile! Adapt! Use your limitless imagination!

Deep Thoughts
CHAOS THEORY – What’s stopping you from getting better organized?
-

by Harriet Griffey, In The Moment Magazine, August 2018

One of my favourite things is taking just-washed, sun-dried bed linen off the line, folding it carefully and
storing it in the airing cupboard. For me, it is both literally and metaphorically soothing, evoking
childhood memories of a calmly organized home and the comfort of a freshly made bed.
The idea that we are affected by the environments in which we live and work is undoubtedly true, and
this gets thrown into stark relief if we have to share these environments with others who are very
differently organized to us. To someone who likes structure, confirmation of detail and everything in its
place, someone else’s spontaneity, relaxed approach to timekeeping and general laissez-faire attitude
can seem incomprehensible and even infuriating.
Being aware and able to identify how different our organizational personalities and styles can be is
useful, especially when it comes to understanding how to make any changes that might help us be
better organized. Understanding the psychology of why we subconsciously choose to verge on the
disorganized can also be revealing in terms of our internal state. To the minimalist, all that ‘clutter’
seems undesirable and alienating, but for some of us, having lots of possessions to which we are
sentimentally attached might provide something of a ‘security blanket’ and can be very reassuring.
My personal chaos theory is that some of us find creating and dealing with external chaos
preferable to dealing with unspecific chaotic feelings inside.
Sometimes, constantly losing our keys is a useful distraction from, or a way of drawing attention to,
some difficult emotions we’re avoiding. For others, trying to control their external environment could be
a way of managing anxiety about things outside their control. It’s important to remember, though, that
however much we’d like to improve the organization skills of others, we can only really improve our
own.
Having a home for things – from a jar for the wooden spoons in the kitchen, to an allocated file in which
you stuff the receipts you will need for your tax return – all helps, and this sort of organizational
approach can be applied to different aspects of your life. With a little careful planning, you can soon
create a better-organized environment. And, if you stay on top of things, you’re already half-way to
being better organized.
I pride myself on being relatively well-organized – my messy desk excluded – because it just makes my
life so much easier if I know where my car keys are; if we don’t run out of toilet paper or milk; if I allow
enough time to get to appointments; if I save my work files regularly on my computer. A five-second
pause before I move from one thing to another, a sort of momentary mindfulness about what I’m doing
and how I’m doing it, all helps me be better organized.
Just by being more ‘thoughtful’, you can make a busy life less stressful
and create more time for the things you want to do.

